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j
hill hn.i hppn nressed through
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I woldd forget party opinions, would com- [ the pressing wants of the Treasury, willprob.
of these brave Americans. So far from ‘not i series
...........of resolutions attributed to Mr. Dallas, due deliberation, and was not so •
i I TEp promise and go lor the suffering country ably next be taken up, and may occupy
firing a shot? they fired a good many. When 7ere publishe«! as having been passed by the as it ought to have been. It siihouia mciuue >a!one The report was, the motion having attention of the House some weeks.
within two days’ journey from Santa re, they [ (meeting,
■
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1
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......
.
which, if we umlerstaml the matter, coporations, etc. etc.
[ been ageed to, taken up.
Were encountered by 1200 Mexican volun- j oppoi;.e7he doctrine
- of repudiation,
‘ - Mr.DalMr. Calhoun sustained Mr. Benton’s views i Mr. Tallmadge moved its reference to a
[Correspondence of the New York Tribune.]
leers, 300 regulars ......
and 300
or’, 'jer<ls, p a great favorite
n
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heretofore
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5 up to the hub.’
' Select Committee of nine to be appointed by
||Jssed ft( tbe Ineeting. The “radicals”
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J * 1 hundred
.......... *the
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Mr. Henderson of Miss., opposed them in a i the President. Owing in part to indisposi Washington, Saturday Evening, Jan. 1, 1842.
‘ Expedition ” fought
for more than twelve say that these resolutions were smuggled few words.
- r,............................................
With regard to, politics at this moment
ahours. —...............................
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• 1»• over
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. ■ > . . . L,/» r I »»ami
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mo lit \? J|l|.oug[|< and |)Ot passed by a majority. Action, he deferred remarks at present.
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The bill was permilted to be read twice,
Mr. Buchanan spoke nearly two hours. He Capital is as dull as a last years Almanac;
of their numnum t (,()).di1'j‘,r|y after the first meeting ailjourned, and referred. And so passed off another «lay
Mexicans, and losing only two of
corrected lhe impression he said had gone yet be not impatient, and in a few days you
ber. They fired away every ounce of their
her.
(.Ohf,|SiO|), another was organiz- in lhe Senate.
abroad that be was in favor of this plan. It shall be overwhelmed with matters of mo.
ammunit'mn.
ammuniti«»n. and surremlere«! from that cause ed wblcb
wbjcb pasaed
passed resolutions going for repuwas a measure in which all the Cabinet were ; mentous import.
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Anglo-Saxon character, and
,tft face | bad created excitement and alarm amongst read, an unsuccessful .t
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J b(j , ag abje an nrgtJ|nent as had ever been brought; Executive, modifie.l and improved as it will
the aspect of a sadder truth than any report politicians and stockholders.
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—Salem Register. get
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? rid, for the day, of the question now
| before the Senate.
I be by lhe
thence which has obtained ciirulation. The
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will, na
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braves are now without doubt in the mines of I The Biddle Indictment Quashed. 0TheSDeaker called the order of the day, I Mr. Mangum took the floor, and, without [the
their Reports, hi
.. 1..
z.i
1 had entitled1 taking the question, the Senate adjourned.
the respective Houses with then
Weller of.• Ohio,
who
Mexico, whence nothing but a warlike expe ' The Philadelphia Gazette says that yesterday and. Mr.*
.
'■the
the course of the current month you may
dition against Mexico will release them.— jV. 1 morning, the Judges of lhe Court of General himself to the floor on Friday, took it and
In lhe House, the Committee reported ; |o()k for U|e resu|t of lheir iilbors; and, if f
Orleans Bulletin, 17th ult.
Sessions severally gave their opinions on the went to work. He went dead against a pro many private bills ; one authorizing lhe Com- am not greatly mistaken, the high-minded
i motion to quash the presentment of lhe Gram! tective tariff, and, of course, in favor ol re mittee on Claims to employ a clerk, was representative of your
.........noble
H
State, who, it
Among those who were capture«! in the Jury against Nicholas Biddle and others—the ferring the subject to the ways and means.
adopted. A motion requesting ihlormation iJ u>ou»ht7’will 'be placed at 7he‘ head
ot: 't...3
’ho
‘
Mr.
C.
H.
Williams
of
Tenn.,
was
in
favor
[
Santa Fe Expedition, was Mr. Kendall, the Court Jsustaining
ustainjUg the
motion
to
quash.
The
i of the Postmaster General relative to the cost 1 Special
• • Committee
•
• «
■ ns far as he
lhe
quash, 'lhe
of• the
Senate,
well known wit of the New Orleans I icayune. 1• opinions are extremely lengthy, am! perhaps of a protective tariff, and was for lhe reference ¡of
. mail transportation was adopted.
I is concerned, will discharge his duty, in all
I Mr. Hopkins asked the consent of the [ sincerity and patriotism, with a single eye to
ee a reference lo all
ail lhe authorities moved by Mr. Fillmore.
From Florida. More Indian Murders.) embrace
Mr. Hudson of Mass., spoke at length ami I House to introduce a bill for the repeal of the j the welfare of the country. Nevertheless, the
! upon the subject of indictments and present
By the arrival last evening of lhe steamer ments, am! the defining of the duties and very ably, on the same side, and in reply ;[ Bankrupt Law. It was refuse«!,
a law. Although the ap.
Beaufort, Capt. Peck, from Pilatka, we learn 1powersof a Grand Jury, lhe reasons file«! principally to Mr. Rhett. It was a strong jI Mr. Fillmore attempteii unsuccessfully to bill cannot become
of consequences will cause some
from our correspondent at Jacksonville that jon the motion to quash were, substantially, protective tariff speech. Mr. Hudson is a prevail upon the House to take up the Loan ' prehension
___ _to tremble in the performance of the
them
lhe Indians made their appearance on the 'thatjthe proceedings of the Graml Jury were very solid, sensible man, and his opinionsi, Bill. Mr. Cushing in answer to, an inquiry, • of
det,d, yel a deci«ie«l majority of the members
morning of the 20th mst., within three miles irregular and illegal, and contrary to lhe ex were of a character to impress the thinking said he coujd not tell when lhe Committee on of bojb Houses are resolved to vote it down.
of Mandarin, near the St. Augustine road, press provisions of the Constiltition, which portion of the House. With no flights of Ways and Means would report upon lhe sub
The opposition, who are ever subservient
burned a house and murdered lhe whole Iwere fully sustained by the Court.—JSfew fancy, and no departure from a plain straight
lo »1.0
lhe Rspiratious V.
of their leaders, ...V,
are MCICIdeterject.
. .
|U
family, consisting of a Mr. Hartley, wife ami York Tribune.
forward argument upon lhe exact question
The Tariff was then debated in opposition ( mined that jobn Ty|er sbfd| not bave the
child. They were destroyed in lhe flames.
under debate, he nevertheless interested his [ by Messrs. Eastman and Merriweiher, and bonoi-0( a«!justit>g the question of the curren
Where are the troops? Il appears that lhe
during lhe whole time he occupied the House adjourned.
An Important Decision. The St. Louis auditory
i
cy, and thereby restore peace and tranquiliIndians can be fount! somewhat nearer than Bulletin states that Judge Mullanphy has de- the
floor. He very ably argued the constitu
i
I ty to the lan«l.
question at issue, and went into a very
the everglades.
Thursday, Dec. 30. In the Senate, the
aii
......of
........
.. .....
......... matter Í
cided that lhe renewal of a policy of insurance, tional
i
In iiiKy
the absence
more
important
We further learn, from Capt. Peck, that a where the renewal was on lhe back of the interesting series of details calculated to con motion for referring the Secretary’s Report wdJ’ v‘elltin.e a basly sketch of some of ihe
Mr. La Costa was also killed. Capt. P. also policy, but was not attested by lhe seal of the vince the hearer of lhe expediency—the poli on lhe Exchequer was ttaken
“1’-“ up, "*''
■ past day.
and1 Mr. scenes of■ the
states that lhe Indians burned three houses, office, was not binding on the office for the cy
, —as well as the constitutionality of a pro Mangum spoke at length, ami very earnestly,
The sun rose gloriously over the Capitol of
and carrie«! oft several negroes, one of whom want of the seal.—It has been the common tective tariff. It was decidedly lhe best in denunciation of the whole scheme,’•
the Empire, and the “ soft south” breathed so
escaped. Il is said that lhe Indians numbet-1 practice heretofore to renew policies by ani speech as yet delivered upon the pending said the plan attempted to bring together
tjv v„
on jijp rugged brow of
Winter,
that
t „
gciniv
. .........
.
.„<«
b
»1
/»Ain.
. . f*erll aspect verily meltedt into
. smiles!
•» t
e«l twenty-one, and were supposed to be a endorsement on the back, attested by the offi■ question on either side. Il was not without things utterly incompatible—to effect.a com-1 biss
part of Halleck Tastenugg«je’s tribe.
cers, but without the seal. lhe decision willI humor, and in good sense it was abounding. promise which could not be made without a; rpbe day throughout presented a most anima
We also learn that Lt. Col. Riley returned affect a great many cases.
h elicited the highest eulogiums of all who sacrifice of principle on both sides. He was 1 led g ..........
.tac|ei p
. .
Between 12 and. «8 o.’clock,
1 •* •/n ■ 111A1 f* t/A
<1 f f &-* 1K* 111
frv 1 •
to Pilatka on the 21st, from bis expedition 1«)
listened to it, and lhe remainder of it (which sure it would Ii/
be-* 1unavailing
to attempt
to ! lbe •bum of human voices and the din of life
the head waters of the St. Johns. He had
L was
.... not
.... worth [, pervaded every portion of the Metropolis,
War Steam Vessels. We learn fromi is to be delivered to-morrow) is looked for make any thing out of it. It
discovered no Indians. Col. Worth is at the last number of lhe Army and Navy Chron ward to with pleasure,
while to dissect the plan because no one a«l- The concourse of visiters from almost every
Tampa. A company of regulars was to be icle that instructions have been issued for
vocate«! it. He had arrive«! at the conclusion part ol the country, thronged the Pennsylva
sent from Fort Russell to Jacksonville in building lhe following vessels: At Norfolk,
Tuesday Dec. 28. In the Senate, the bill that so bold and reckless a push for absolute nia Avenue for several hours. The President
quest of lhe Indian mercenaries.
one of medium size, say between six hundred introduced ’by Mr. Benton to postpone the I power as it presented was never before made
The steamer Col. Harney has gone to Key and seven hundred tons; and one of three operation of the Bankrupt Act till the 1st of j in this country. The Executive would re- Mrs. Madison, and the high officers of State
the greetings and heartfelt salutations
Biscayne, to take the Indians recently come hundred tons, to be propelled by Lieut. Hun Julv next so as to amend by including Cor- ceive from this Exchequer, the whole money divide«!
of the joyous multitude. With the most dis
in at that post lo the \Nesi.—Savannah Re ter’s paddle wheels. At Philadelphia, one of porations’ was taken up, and Mr. Berrien power. With a liberal tariff, giving a reve
reve- tinguished urbanity and modesty the Presi
publican, 25lh ult.
. . ’ .
.
.... z... »1.« mm nfnue
twmitv.fivR
nr tliiitv
millions
from from
of twenty-five
or thirty
millions
six hundred tons, to be propelled on Capt. “
A correspondent at St. Augustine, writes Stockton’s plan ; and one of the medium size. moved its reference to the Committee on the Customs, the Executive by aid of this ma dent responded to their kind salute, and I
must say, with a patience that seemed to ex
Judiciary.
as follows:—
At New York one of medium size, six hun
The propriety of the reference of the bill chine, would soon be lord of the country. ceed the forbearance of Job himself, he oc
St. Augustine, Dec. 22, 1841.
This
power
could
not
be
reached,
except
by
dred or seven hundred tons. Capt. Stockton
Last night a negro man arrived in Picola- ami Lieut. Hunter will each have a general to any committee, considering that the time the bayonet. Let a man of fire and courage cupied a fixed position for lour hours.—It is
ta, from Mandarin, am! reporte«! that some superintendence of lhe building of the vessels is now so near when the Bankrupt Law is to of thirty -five years of age, fill the Executive, said that there never has been, on any simi
lar occasion, so vast a multitude at the Ex
take effect, was discussed by many Senators,
three or four persons had been murdered on their respective plans.—Argus.
most of them, both friends and opponents of under this system, and in five years he would ecutive Mansion. Representatives from ev
near that village. At five o’clock this morn
M. erv
nuo rough shod over the country. Mr.
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class
off respeciamuiv
respectability were congregaieu
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the act, concurring in the opinion that a refer ride
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then glanced at lhe situation of the country, 7bere . An Ex President of the United States,
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of
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with all the men he could raise, 20 in num William Wiley, in New York, (an attorney in principle of the Bankrupt bill were scarcely- a thousand times rather take the Sub-Treasu-1 Congress, and Ministers am! membersof
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York
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for
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ber, for the purpose of ascertaining the cor
ry than this Exchequer—the power was not["v»
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Foreign
rectness of the report, and if true to find the property, knowing the same to have been sto to its imperfections. Mr. Mangum had heard half so objectionable, in any respect, in lhe Scattered
among the crowd. The chairsand
len, was concluded on Thursday. The jury, from Judicial authority that unless the offi
Indians if possible.—In haste, yours, &c.
as in the latter.
111 the various saloons were pressed
couches in
A correspondent writes us from lampa after an absence of an hour and a half, ren cers invested with the execution of the law, former,
No one rising to reply to Mr. Mangum, the by at) assemblage of beauty and loveliness
as
it
now
stands,
were
invested
with
ubiqui

dered
a
verdict
of
guilty,
but
recommended
Bay, under date of Dec. 16, as follows :
Senate went into Executive business, and rare|yt ifeveri surpassed_while the groaning
“ Col. Worth has just returned from his the prisoner “ strongly to the mercy of the ty, it could not be carried out. He was for then adjourned 10 Monday.
I vestibule and corridors seemed bursting with
visit to the Everglades, not having found any Court.” The counsel for the defendant took postponing the bill till time could be given
In the House, Mr. Merri wether resumed 1 an anxious, panting.multitude of mem Iftlie
traces of the Indians. Several parties arei exceptions to the charge ol the Court, and the for proper amendments ; Mr. Calhoun con
however continuing the search. 3. wo com ease will be carried up to lhe Supreme Court. curred in tiiese views. Mr. Clay was in fa and concluded his remarks on lhe question [ individual graiulations of the public were
[graciously received by lhe President, lhe
vor of the law on the broad principle that it of reference.
panies of the 8th Infantty, under the com —Argus.
was demanded by the commercial and other
Mr. Winthrop of Mass., made an admirable 1 unaffected simplicity, the gentleness and sumand of Captain Wright, have gone across
Ohio. The House has resolved strongly States, and because the General Government I speech on lhe same question, and, when he avity of manner, with which the intereslmg
to Key Biscayne. This is, I suppose, the
had the power
....... - of
,--- ,passing
o< a law of this had concluded, Mr. W. C. Johnson obtained ; females of his family acknowledged the courcommencement of the transfer of the 8th against
,
Repudiation. Six leading Loco Fo- only
kind. J............
' ----- k.. .......
Regiment to the other side.” .
( cos in the negative; all the vvhigs and three kiuM. If the bill were imperfect, he should lbe floof> but gave way fol. a fnotion to ad- I tesies of the day, failed not to secure the es
io Monday.! teem am! admiration of every one who had
Another correspondent, writing from Tam- |fourths of their opponents in the affirmative. have no objection to postponing its operation ”;ounJ ' and lbe House _adjourned
[ the gootl fortune 10 pass within the space of
The Senate has shuffled off the question |for for time to amend it.' Mr. Buchanan urged
pa, on the 17th ult. remarks :
Monday, Jan. 3. In the Senate, various1 their recognition. Through all the apartpresent by a strict party vole 19 to 17. the impracticability of the act, and that the
“Theappearanc.es are still favorable for the
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communicated just now from this quarter.-’ ladium says that a woman, named Susan GilA
resolution
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Preston,
; a time, was merged in the general joy , lhe
much business before the courts, but all that
A resolution introduced by Mr.
Ian, was found drunk and half frozen in a bed could, should be done ; and there were many directing
(
the Committee on the Judiciary to Democrat ami Whig, forgetting their accusFrom Florida. By the arrival of the a few days since. Her child, some two years
..............
•
•is----------- in tomed
acrimony, heartily participated in lbe
legislation
necessary
l
steamer Cincinnati, Capt. Smith, we have, old, was also speechless with cold, and her cases/under its operation which could not jinquire if• further
scene
around them, and freely extended to
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but
be
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(
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says the Savannah Republican of lhe 28th, husband was intoxicated. The child is likely
Mr. Preston had no objection to acting on this President of the United Stales, was adopted. 1each other the unconstrained civilities of the
late advices from Florida.
io recover. Why does not the Palladium pub
Mr. Bates introduced a bill to refund to occasion.
1
In the Eastern part of lhe Territory, noth lish lhe name of the man who gave these bill now ; it ought to be considered before the
Yours, &c.
Leo.
time arrived for the act to take effect. Mr. Massachusetts her expenditures «luring the
ing of interest has transpired since our last wretched beings rum?—JV. Y. Tribune.
Huntington said that public opinion still re last war, which was twice reail and referred.
advices.
mained in favor of the act. Mr. Tallmadge
The debate on the reference of the plan of AN ASSOCIATION FORMED*
The rumor from Tampa Bay is that the
A man named Sacket Blakesbey, was froz
war is over, ami that most of the troops will en to death near Fairhaven, Ct., on lhe 22d. wished that the act should have a fair trial, Exchequer to a Select Committee, was con
Delegates from lhe following churches,
leave Florida soon. Thus far lhe expedition When last seen, he was in lhe road, too drunk that it should go into operation at the time tinued by Mr. Huntington, of Conn., who viz. Lyman, Waterboro’, Limerick, 1st Parfixed,
and
then
when
defects
were
discover

comlemned
the
plan
in
its
every
aspect
;
in
[
have not succeeded in finding the enemy in to walk steadily.—lb.
ed in its operation they could be remedied. its Government relations as injurious and tin- [ sonsfield, Limington, Kennebunk Port,North
lhe Big Cypress Swamp, but lhat appears to
He was opposed to postponing the bill and safe; as a remedial measure on the finances, Buxton, Saco, North Kennebunk Port, Alfred,
be looked upon as a matter of little impor
A
man
named
Maynard,
in
Columbus,
Che

much
more to repealing it. Mr. Barton urg and currency, inefficacious ; and as a political , and the 1st Church in Kennebunk and Ly
tance. Perhaps the recent news of murders
ed
the
necessity of immediate action on the machine, destructive. 11 proposed to confer [ man, met in the meeting house at North
nango
county,
Ohio,
recently
beat
his
wile
to
at Mandarin may change the aspect of the
bill, as but thirty days—twenty only of which such power as lie would trust to no man—to Kennebunk Port, at 2 o’clock P. M. Dec. 8,
death. Both were drunk.— Ib.
next news from Tampa.
were legislation days—remained before the place the money of the country in the hands for the purpose of forming a new Associa
Indians were still coming in, in Middle
tion.
t
act
was to take effect.
of the Executive, and break down the inde
Horrible Death from Starvation. A
Florida.
Rev. John Seavy was chosen chairman ol
The
question
was
then
taken
on
the
refer

pendence and liberties of lhe people. In its lhe Convention, and A. Jones, Secretary.
Coroner’s inquest was held in New York last
Pennsylvania — Special Election. Partial week, on the body of Jane Pringle, aged ten ence, and lost—Yeas 15, Nays 25. Thus the present state, no Senator could support it.
The Convention then proceeded very har
bill
without
reference
remains
before
the
Mr. Bates took the floor, and the Senate moniously to adopt a Constitution, and make
returns from the Be«lfor«l am! Somerset Dis years, passenger in the ship Normandy,Capt.
adjourned.
trict, Pa. lead us to apprehend that Philson, Spaulding, from Liverpool, and who died in Senate.
arrangements for the first anniversary of lhe
Loco, is elected to Congress in place of Hon. consequence, as the jury averred, of starva
In the House, the tariff debate was contin
t
e
In the House, Hon. James M. Russell, Rep Association.
-Henry Black, over Russell, whig. There tion suffered on board the above vessel on ued by Mr. Hudson, who concluded his able resentative elect from Pennsylvania, vice
The following are the first two Articles of
was a severe storm on the day of Election, her passage. The Normandy, it appeared and practical speech in favor of protection ; Judge Black, deceased, was qualified and their Constitution.
which prevented a turn-out. The District is from the testimony elicited on the inquisition, by Mr. Payne of Ala., who opposed the pro took his seat.
Art. 1. This body shall be called the Saco
since her arrival at New York, (says the Sun) tective system as taxing one portion of the
Whig by over 1.000 on a full poll.
Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson spoke nearly two River Baptist Association, and shall he
had a large number of passengers on board, country unjustly for the benefit of another, hours on the Tariff question, ami advocated composed of Ministers and Delegates who
The bodies of two men, named Edward and though she was nine weeks on her pas and replied to various previous arguments; the reference to the Committee of Ways and shall be members of the churches which they
Fitzpatrick ami Stephen Warner, were found sage, she was provisioned for but three weeks ! by Mr. Burke of N. H., who in a lone scarce Means, as the most appropriate committee represent—the Association may, however,in
in the canal at Utica a few days since. The The detail of the suffering which the passen ly audible read a speech which was supposed having jurisdiction over the whole subject of vite individuals to a seat with them; and indi
former was a man of temperate habits am! gers underwent, in consequence of the short to be against protection, and in part replying revenue, the appropriations, etc. He did not viduals thus invited, shall have all the
goo«l character. The latter when last seen provisioning of the vessel, as given by the to Mr. Arnold, as Mr. A. (jestingly] said he by this vote oppose a protective duty ; but was leges of regular members, except that of volwas crawling out of a grocery on his hands witnesses, was as revoking to humanity as it had not heard the speech, and moved that it friendly to manufactures as well as to the
and knees in a stale of beastly intoxication.— was distressing to sympathy ; and the expos be read by the Clerk, or laid on the table and other branches of industry, for all of which
Art. 2. This Association shall meet annual
ure elicited the most severe indignation of ordered to be printed; and by Mr. Eastman he claimeil an equal encouragement under a ly at 10 o’clock A. M. the first Wednesday m
A*. K Tribune.
several masters of vessels who were on the in opposition to protection, who, without con Tariff for revenue. When he concluded Sept, and continue two days, at such place *>3
A Curiosity. There was in the market jury.—Argus.
cluding, gave way to a motion for adjourn
Mr. J. C. Clark succeeded in gaining the they shall appoint, of which notice shall t*e
yesterday, a Kidney ami suet which weighed
ment.
floor, and after remarking that the debate on given in the minutes.
one hundred and thirty-eight pounds! It
Shocking Accident. Serious Warn
A. Jones was appointed Clerk of lhe Asso
this question hindered legislative action, ami
was lately part and parcel of a cow, and the ing to Young Men. At Groton, N. H., on
belli lhe committee inactive, that he had no ciation, and J. H. Pierce, M. D. Treasurer.
W
ednesday
,
Dec.
29.
In
the
Senate,
Mr.
whole animal after it was slaughtered, weigh the 27th uh., a young man, Moses Eastman,
Voted, That the first Anniversary of the
disposition t«i stifle debate on this subject, and
ed only about six hundre«! pounds. The left a gun at a blacksmith’s shop to be repair Clay, pursuant to notice of yesterday, ask that it wouhi remain open for discussion, Association be held with the 1st Bapt's
ed
leave
to
introduce
three
joint
resolu

other kidney weighe«! only four pounds. ed, being loaded with shot. Eastman was
when the bill came up, moved lhe previous church in Saco. Rev. J. H. Tilton is io
Commonly, the kidney of an animal of eight suffered to leave it by emptying out the prim tions, amending the Constitution of the Unit
preach lhe annual sermon, and Rev.
question.
ed
States,
by
restricting
the
Veto
power,
by
hundred pounds weight weighs about six or ing ; soon after Stephen Brier, a lad about
.
On motion of Mr. Clifford, a call of lhe binsis to write lhe Circular Letter.
eight pounds. The cow had been fed for fifteen years of age, came in, took up the gun vesting in Congress the appointment of the House was made, and 198 members were as
Bv order and in behalf of the Association*
fattening during the summer, ate heartily, and while handling it carelessly, was told it Secretary of the Treasury and Treasurer of certained to be in attendance, The question
Saco, Dec. 15, 1841.
A. Jones, Clerk.
the
United
States
;
and
preventing
members
was driven from Manchester to Beverly just was loaded. He replied, “ there is no pow
of seconding the demand for the previous
of
Congress
from
accepting
any
civil
appoint

before she was killed, and appeared to be der in the pan,” and snapped it two or three
At the United States Hotel, Boston, on
question was carried, by Yeas 88 ; Nays 88;
well and lively. The beef was very poor, times, pointing it towards Lorin Williams, ment under the United Slates Government the speaker deciding the lie in lhe affirmative. Thursday evening, a dinner was given by
during
the
term
for
which
they
are
elected.
almost the whole nutriment seeming to have when it discharged a large quantity of shot
Government to their guests, the >y
Mr. Rhett withdrew his amendment of in- [City
[
tended to the enormous kidney. Some years into his lace and eyes, knocked him down, He said his object in introducing these reso structions
to the Committee, and the question [j Council of Albany, and other gentlemen, ioi
lutions was the reduction of Executive pat
ago there was a case here of a kidney weigh entirely destroying one eye.
ronage within proper limits, to which the was taken on lhe amendment of Mr. Alber- I: Hudson, Troy, Utica, Syracuse, etc.
ing sixty or seventy pounds, but we never
whig party had pledged themselves before ton, to refer the subject to the Commiltee ; Mayor, Mr. Chapman, presided at the ta •
A
nother
.
Mr.
Joshua
Witham,
Jr.
and
beard of one which equalled the present.—
the
election in November last. On his mo of Ways and Means, ami decided in the neg and, in the name of the city, gave a cou
Mr.
John
Wallace,
Jr.
started
from
Rock

Salem Register,
welcome to our friends and neighbor *
tion,
the resolutions were twice read, ordered ative : Yeas, 95, Nays, 104.
port for Salem, last Tuesday morning, and
The question then recurring on the origi the State ol New York. The ,{}bleS?V>
ffT’A German named Nicholas Moyer has when they. had reached Mr. Charles With- to be printed, and made the special order for
nal resolution it was modified by Mr. Fill bountifully spread with the luxuries o
ns; tlinv worn i'lpso.pndintr the 17th January next.
been convicted at Harrisburgh, Pa. of murder ' am’s at thentFarms, as
they were descending
Mr. Preston moved to take up from the ta more so as to refer to the Committee on season, by the proprietors of trie •' '
in the second degree for killing his own the hill, the horse took fright, and becoming
tables were laid lhe entire leng
He. unmanageable,
wall,
child, an infant of only about a year old. II
[
-«.«- jumped
.... j -over
..............the
1.........
.11 carry- ble the report of the Secretary of the Treasu Manufactures, that part of lhe Message which Three
the hall, and all were filled with guests.“
relates
to
discriminating
duties
and
domes

ry
relating
to
the
“
Board
of
Exchequer.
”
’
j
the
wagon
with
him.
Both
gentlemen
has been semeiiced to twelve years’ solitary ing
” and was then adopted Courier.
imprisonment.
[[were thrown out, killing Mr. Witham and He said they had failed last session to estab j tic Manufactures,
division.
I breaking the right arm of Mr. Wallace. Mr. lish a plan of finance; the pecuniary neces-1 without a division,
The Legislature of Alabama has PaS®.
... . | Thus
Thi a preliminary
; 1 ‘ . debate, arising on a
President Tyler kept open house, on Satur- Witham was an industrious man, much res- sities of the country now demanded that
resolutions pledging the State
suS.
He
hoped
;
question
of
reference,
and
extending
through
Congress
should
do
something.
j
t...y..
b
..
pected,
and
has
left
a
wife
and
two
infant
day, (1st,) between lhe hours of 12 and 3 o’
the difference of opinion between the two eighteen days, is at length closed bv a signal Maine in the Northeastern bounds "
children
to
mourn
his
loss.—
Argus.
clock.
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KENNEBUNK GAZETTE.
SATURDAYS JAN. 8, 1842.

STATE LEGISLATURE.
The Legislature of this State convened at
the State House, in Augusta, on Wednesday
last.
The Convention of Senators elect was call
ed to order by Mr. Kavanagh of Lincoln, on
whose motion Mr. Bennett was called to the
chair. The Governor, having been notified,
by message, that a quorum of Senators elect
was in attendance, came in, accompanied by
the heads of the Executive Departments, and
preceded by the Sheriff of Kennebec, and
administered the qualifying oath to the mem
bers present. Alter the Governor had with
drawn, the Senate proceeded to ballot for
President, with the following result: —Samu
el H. Blake of Penobscot (opp.) received
twenty two votes and was elected ; John Otis
(whig) received three votes and there was
one scattering. On balloting for Clerk, Jere
miah Haskell of Portland received twentytwo votes and was elected ; Daniel Sanborn
received four votes. Willard Brackett was
chosen Messenger, and Andrew T. Palmer
appointed Assistant Secretary. The Secre
tary of State laid before the Senate the
returns of the votes for Governor and Sena
tors, at the September election, which were
referred to a joint select committee.
Mr. Smart of Troy called the Convention
of the members elect of the House to order,
and on his motion Mr. Dunn of Poland was
called to the Chair. After the customary
preliminary proceedings, the House proceed
ed to the choice of Speaker. Charles An
drews of Turner received one hundred and
thirty votes and was elected. Freeman H.
Morse of Bath received fifty-eight votes;
scattering five. William T. Johnson was
elected Clerk of the House. Mr. J. received
one hundred and thirty-one votes ; George C*
Getebell fifty-three and there were nine scat
tering. The votes for Governor, at the Sep
tember election, were referred to a joint select
committee in concurrence with the Senate.

Massachusetts Legislature. The Leg
islature of Massachusetts assembled at the
Capitol, on Wednesday last.—The Senate
was organized by the choice of Josiah
Quincy, Jr. of Boston, as President, and
Charles Calhoun as Clerk. Mr. Quincy re
ceived 19 of 27 votes cast for President, and
Mr. Calhoun 24 of 28 votes cast for Clerk.—
In the House, Thomas H. Kinnicut of
Worcester was chosen Speaker, receiving
180 out of 323 votes thrown, and Thomas S.
Cushing, Clerk, receiving 194 out of 322 votes.
The officers of both Houses are whigs.
New York Legislature. The Legisla
ture of New York assembled at Albany on
Tuesday last. In the Senate, Lieut. Gov.
Bradisli presided.
The Assembly made
choice of Levi S. Chatfield as Speaker, by a
vole of 93 to 32, and of John O. Cole as
Clerk—both opposition men. The Govern
or’s Message was received and read. It is a
very long, but able and interesting, document,
alluding to the many important topics which
have interested the people of the Empire
State during the past year.
Ladies’ Companion, for January, 1842.
The January number of this periodical has
been received. It is embellished with three
steel engravings—“ Madge Wildfire,” “ View
of Baltimore,” and a plate of the Fashions,
and two pages of Music. The present num
ber contains seventy six pages of letter press,
being an addition of twenty-two to the usual
number. The list of contributors is ver}'
large and embraces several of our best wri
ters, both male and female. Mrs. Sigourney,
Mrs. Embury, Mrs. Stephens, Mrs. Osgood ;
Misses H. F. Gould, C. F. Orne, M. A.
Browne of Liverpool, and Amelia Hanson of
London ; Messrs. N. P. Willis, T. S. Fay,
Professors Ingraham and Longfellow, and
Robert Hamilton, with several others, have
contributed articles for the present number.
The Companion keeps pace with the times
and is determined that no rival for popular
favor shall present greater attractions or better
deserve the prize contended for.

Special Election in Pennsylvania.
The Special election for Member of Congress
in the District composed of Bedford, Somer
set and Cambria Counties, Pa., which took
place last week, resulted in the choice of Rus
sell (whig) by a majority of 77 votes. The
vote was very small in consequence of the
unfavorable state of the weather on the day
of the election.
xMelancholy Disaster. The Sch. Azora, Lemont, of Bath, from Edgartown, while
endeavoring to make the mouth of Kennebec
river on Saturday evening last, struck on the
“ Whale’s Back” near “ Pond Island,” whence
she drifted on to Salter’s Island and went to
pieces. The Captain, mate, two of the Sea
men and the cook perished. Two only of
the crew were saved. The vessel was in bal
last. No insurance.

Repudiation repudiated. A motion for
leave to introduce a bill to repeal the tax
Law, in the Maryland House of Delegates,
one day last week was denied by a vote ot 56
to21. Maryland is not disposed to disgrace
herself by following the lead of those States
who advocate the detestable doctrine of
repudiating Slate debts.

Union. The “ Yankee Farmer11 has been
united with the “ Massachusetts Ploughman11
published at Boston. Mr. William Buck
minster, of Framingham,—a practical farmer,
—is the editor of the united paper.
TEMPERANCE MEETINGS.
There will be a Temperance Meet
ing at the School-House on the Alfred road, on
Sabbath (to-morrow) evening, Jan. 9, at half
past six o’clock.
— also —
0s* A Temperance Meeting at the House
of Mr. Samuel Bragdon, on Thursday evening
next, (Jan. 13,) at halt past six o’clock.
January 8.
■■ii nil
HYMENEAL.

MARBIED—In Boston, Mr. Luther C. Pitch
er, of Saco, to Miss Frances E. Brazier, of B.
OBITUARY.

DIED —In Kennebunk-port, 16th Hit. Mrs.
Eunice Bell, wife of Mr. John Bell, aged 48 years.
21st, widow Betsey Ferren, aged 88 years. 25th,
a child of Mr. Parks Pope, aged 5 months.
In Oregon city, Ill. 6th alt. Mrs. Mary, ”’ife
of William W. Fuller, Esq. and youngest
daughter of the late Rev. Nathaniel H.
Fletcher, formerly of this town, aged 28 years.
On board brig Baltic of Bath, on the passage
from Wilmington, N. C. to Martinique, Nov. 22,
Mr. John Chadbourne, aged 33 years, a native
ofSouth Berwick. He has a mother and sister
living near the factory in that town.
In Newfield, Nov. 10, Elijah Drew, Esq. aged
94 years—one of the earliest settlers of that
town.
In Hollis, 5th inst. Mrs. Louisa, wife of Moses
Dunn, Esq.
In New Orleans, 6th ult. from injuries receiv
ed by a fall from a building, Mr. Harrison Rog
ers, carpenter, a native of Maine.

SHIP NEWS.
KENNEBUNK, JAN. 8, 1842.

ARRIVED.
Jan. 1—Schg. Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
Grape, Wormwood, do.
SAILED.
Jan. 1—Schs. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
Martha, Crediford, do.
MEMORANDA.
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. 28th ult. brig Eve
line, of this port, Gould, Ponce, P. R,
At Havana, 24th ult. brig Lima. Nason, hence,
disg.
Ar al. New Orleans, 23d, barque Laurens,
Smith, New York.
Cid. at Mobile, 22d, barque Abbot Lord, Pat
terson. Liverpool.
Ar. at Newport, night of 2d, barque Finland,
(of Kennebunk) Means, 60 days from Newcastle
for New York—short ot provisions.

Sch. Wave, of Wells, reported ashore near
Portsmouth, 24th, got off 29th, but slightly dam
aged. The hull of the Antares, (from Belfast for
Salem) which went ashore near the same place,
was sold 27th for $36.
Missing Vessel. Sch. Two Sons, of Belfast,
about 60 tons, John Gordon, master, sailed
thence on a fishing voyage just before the Octo
ber gale, and has not been heard from. She had
a crew of nine men, and was owned by Charles
Gordon, Esq.

Pollock Fish*

QQ QUINTALS Pollock Fish, just receiv-

C'" ed and for sale, by

JAMES LORD.
Merry’s Museum, for January, is at hand,
Kennebunk, Jan. 8.
embellished with wood cuts and well filled
with matter calculated to interest, as well as
improve the intellects and morals, of its young 1
LBS. just received—by
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
readers. It is an excellent magazine for I DIH/
Kennebunk, Jan. 8.
youth, edited by Mr. Goodrich, the “ verita
ble Peter Parley,” and is afforded at the low
price of one dollar per annum. Parents
UST RECEIVED and for sale LOW by
could hardly make a more acceptable or use
J. CURTIS & Co.
ful new year’s present to their children than
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1841.
a volume of“ Merry’s Museum.”

Sole Leather*

Molasses & Box Raisins.

J

Boston Almanac. This popular and neat
little annual has again made its appearance.
In addition to the matter usually found in our
Almanacs, it contains a Business Directory,
embracing the names and places of business
of nearly six thousand individuals and firms
in Boston; a list of the streets, wharves,
public buildings, public offices, etc.; blank
memoranda for every month in the year; a
list of the members of Congress ; Stage Routes,
etc. etc.—forming a useful book for reference,
both in the city and country, and worth double
the price that is asked for it. The Almanac
for 1842 contains one hundred and twenty
eight closely printed pages and is very neatly
bound in cambric. Price twenty-five cents.
It is in no wise inferior to any of its prede
cessors. Mr. Dickinson, the publisher, de
serves much credit for the industry and taste
displayed in the matter and manner of this
work.

ffO

Wrapping Paper*

REAMS WRAPPING PAPER, of
good quality.
5 Reams POST OFFICE Paper.
This day received—for sale by
D. REM1CH.
Kennebunk, Dec. 29.

Barns*
71OR sale a BARN, and a BARN FRAME.
For particulars enquire of
NATH’L L. THOMPSON.
Kennebunk, Dec. 18.
3w

Notice.

HE subscriber would respectfully inform
the inhabitants of this town and vicin
ity, that he has removed his Goods, and
taken a stand in the store belonging to Hor
ace Porter, Esq., opposite the “Mousam
House'1 and has on hand a good assortment of
WEST-INDIA AND ENGLISH GOODS,
which he will sell at reasonable prices.
CHARLES CO US ENS.'
Kennebunk, Dec. 25.
3w

T

County Commissioners7
Accounts*

County of York,
To John Powers, Dr.
For services as County Commissioner;
1841.
April—To notifying Thomas Carll
of Hollis, and Benjamin C.
Libby of Limington, io
meet the County Commis
sioners ofCumberl’d Coun
ty, at Gorham, to view a
route from Gorham to Saco,
in York County, on the
petition of Jas. O. Donnell
and a Is.,
6 00
May 13—To three days’ attendance
and fifty-six miles travel to
Gorham village and back,
viewing a route from Gor
ham to Saco, on the peti
tion of Jas. O. Donnell and
a Is.,
14 60
22—To fifty six miles travel to
Gorham and back, and five
days services, viewing the
above route, and measur
ing the traveled road, and
hearing the parties, on ad
journment of the above,
20 60
27—To ten miles travel and
three days attendance at
the May Session, at Alfied,
10 00
June 20—To twenty-six miles trav
el to the dwelling-house of
Joshua Wakefield in Ken
nebunk, and back, and two
days viewing a road, locat
ed in Kennebunk, on a
motion for discontinuance
of said road—and hearing
the parties,
8 60
“ 26—To thirty-eight miles trav
el to Saco and back, and
five days services, viewing,
and hearing the parties, on
the petition of James O.
Donnell and others, for a
road from Gorham to Saco,
18 80
“ 30—To fifty miles travel to the
d welling house of John An
drews, Esq. in Saco, and
back, and three days servi
ces, locating the above
mentioned road,
14 00
To one day writing a re
turn of said road,
3 00
July 12—To travel from Kittery to
York, and back, and exam
ining the County Buildings
at York,
4 00
24—To 28 miles travel to the
dwelling-house of Nathan
iel Hill in Lyman, and
back, and five days servi
ces, viewing, hearing the
parties and locating a road
in Lyman and Kennebunk
port, on the petition of Na
thaniel Hill and others,
17 80
27— To 26 miles travel to the
dwelling house of Benja
min Dudley in Lyman,4and
back, and two days viewing
road in Lyman and Bidde
ford on the petition of Ben
jamin Dudley and others,
8 60
Aug.’. 18—To 50 miles travel to the
dwelling-house of Isaac H.
Libby in Limington, and
back, and three days view
ing, and hearing the parties,
on a road in Limington and
Limerick, on the petition
of Clement J. Adams and
others,
12 50
To half a day writing a re
port on the same,
1 25
24—To 10 miles travel and two
days services at an adjourn
ment of the May term of
the Court of County Com
missioners, at Alfred,
6 00
Sept. 18—To four days viewing and
locating a road from Hollis
to Biddeford, on adjourn
ment,
10 00
To thirty miles travel to
Biddeford, and back,
3 00
To one day making a re
port of the above road,
2 50
Oct. 2—To 30 miles travel to South
Berwick and back, and six
days viewing, hearing the
parties, and locating a road
from Blackberry Hill, in
Berwick, to South Ber
wick village,
18 00
To one day writing a re
port of said road,
2 50
5—To twenty miles travel to
Wells and back, and two
days attendance, on the pe
tition of Samuel Lord and
oihers, for a road from San
7 00
ford to Wells,
16—To five days at the regu
lar session, at Alfred,
12 50
To travel ten miles,
1 00
28— To 44 miles travel and one
day’s services on the peti
tion of N. J. Miller and
others, for a road in Hollis
6 90
and Buxton,
Nov. 2—To four days serviced and
forty-four miles travel on
14 40
the same,
w 17—To 32 miles travel and
three days, on the petition
of Timothy Hilliard and
10 70
others,
“ 20—to 44 miles travel and three
days on the petition of N.
1190
J. Miller and others,
“ 24—To 26 miles travel to Ly
man, and back, and three
days, on the petition of
Francis Warren and others,
for a road from Lyman to
10 10
Saco,
“ 27—To 26 miles travel and two
7 60
days services on the same,
Dec. 3—To 20 miles travel to Wells,
and back, and five days on
the petition of Thomas
Hobbs and others, for a
14 50
road from Sanford to Wells,
8—To three days and fortyfour nfiles travel on petition
11 90
of N. J. Miller and others,
11—To 30 miles travel to Bid
deford, and back, and three
days,on the petition of Fran
has
10 50
cis Warren and others,
16—To three days and 32 miles
travel, on petition of Timo
10 70
thy Hilliard and others,
To writing report on petition of N. J. Miller and
2 50
others,
21~To 10 miles travel and two

days at an adjourned ses
sion,
To Cash paid for assistance
and stationery,

July 12—To travel from Kittery to
600
York, and examination of
County Buildings,
3 00
200
22—To five days viewing and
locating a road in Lyman
Total,
$32195
and Kennebunk-port, on
JOHN POWERS.
petition of Nathaniel Hill
and others,
15 00
County of York,
To one day making a plan,
3 00
To Thomas Carle, Dr.
To travel, from my house,
For services as County Commissioner of said
and back, forty miles,
4 00
County :
28—To two days at Benjamin
1841.
Dudley’s, at “ Goodwin’s
May 13—To three days attendance,
Mills,” viewing a route, on
and twenty miles travel, on
petition of Benjamin Dud
petition of James O. Don
ley and others,
6 00
nell and als., for a highway
To travel, from my house
from Gorham to Saco,
11 00
to “ Goodwin’s Mills,” and
“ 22—To six days attendance,
back, thirty-six miles,
3 60
and twenty miles travel on
Aug. 18—To three days viewing a
an adjournment of the aroute in Limington, on pe
bove petition
20 00
tition of C. J. Adams and
“ 27—To three days attendance
others,
7 50
and thirty-six miles travel
To travel, from my house
at thè session of the May
and back, six miles,
60
term, A. D. 1841,
12 80 “ 26—To two days attendance
June 19—To 20 miles travel and
at an adjourned session at
two days attendance on peAlfred,
5 00
lion of Joshua Wakefield,
To travel from my house,
et als.,
8 00
and back, forty miles,
4 00
July 2—To twenty miles travel and
Sept. 18—To four days viewing and
twelve days attendance,and
locating a road on petition
making plan, on adjourn
of Benjamin Dudley and
ment of petition of James
others,
10 00
O. Donnell and als.,
38 00
To one day making a plan,
2 50
“ 22—To twenty miles travel and
To travel, from my house,
six days attendance, and
and back, thirty-six miles,
3 60
making report on petition
Oct. 2—To six days viewing and lo
of Nathanel Hill and als.,
20 00
cating a road at South“ 27—To 20 miles travel and two
Berwick village, on petition
days attendance, on peti
of Theodore F. Jewett and
tion of Benjamin Dudley
others,
15 00
and als.,
8 00
To travel, from my house,
Aug. 18—To thirty miles travel and
and back, 84 miles,
8 40
three days attendance on
5—To two days at Wells, on
petition of Clement J. Ad
petition of Samuel Lord
ams and als.,
10 50
and als.,
5 00
“ 24—To thirty-two miles travel
To travel from my house
and two days attendance,
and back, seventy miles,
7 00
on an adjourned session of
12—To one day at “ Bar Mills,”
the May term,
8 20
and twenty miles travel, on
Sept. 18—To four days viewing and
petition of Nath’l J. Miller
locating a road on petition
and others,
4 50
of Benjamin Dudley and
16— To five days at Alfred, Oct.
als.,
10 00
term,
12 50
To travel from my house
To travel, from my house,
and back, twenty miles,
2 00
and back, forty miles,
4 00
Oct. 2—To six days viewing and lo
Nov. 5—To four days at Bar Mills,
cating a road on petition of
on adjournment, and twen
Theo. F. Jewett and als.,
ty miles travel,
15 00
12 00
To travel from my house
17— To three days at Berwick,
8 00
and hack 80 miles,
Great Falls, on petition of
To one day making plan,
Timothy Hilliard and als.,
etc>,
2 50
viewing and hearing par
ties,
« 7—To one day on petition of
7 50
Samuel Lord and als.,
2 50
To travel, eighty miles,
8 00
To travel from my house
20— To three days at Bar Mills,
and back, fifty miles,
5 00
on adjournment, and travel,
twenty miles,
“ I6--T0 five days at the Oct.
9 50
term,
12 50 « 24—To three days at “ Good
To travel from my house,
win’s Mills,” on petition of
and back, 36 miles,
3 60
Francis Warren and als.—
“ 20—To one day and eight miles
travel thirty-six miles,
11 10
travel, on petition of Nath’l
27—To two days at Goodwin’s
J. Miller and als..
3 30
Mills, on adjournment, and
Nov. 2—To four days and eight
travel, thirty-six miles,
8 60
miles travel, on an adjourn
Dec. 3—To five days attendance at
ment of the petition of Na- ,
Wells, viewing and locat
thaniel J. Miller and als.,
ing a road on petition of
10 80
“ 27—To six days and twelve
Thos. Hobbs and others,
12 50
miles travel on petition of
Travel seventy miles,
7 00
Francis Warren and als.,
16 20
8—To three days in Buxton
Dec. 3—To five days and sixty miles
and Hollis, locating a road,
travel on the petition of
on adjournment—travel 20
Thomas Hobbs and als.,
miles
18 50
9 50
7— To two days and eight miles
II—To two days in Hollis and
travel on an adjournment ot
Biddeford, locating a road,
the petition of Nathaniel J.
on adjournment—travel 36
miles,
Miller and als.,
5 80
8 60
8— To one day and 20 miles
18— To five days viewing and
locating, on adjournment of
travel, on petition of Fran
cis Warren and als.,
4 50
petition of Timo. Hilliard
and others,
11—To three days and twelve
12 50
Travel eighty miles,
miles travel, on an adjourn
8 00
To one day making plan of
ment of petition of Francis
road, on petition of Nath’l
Warren and als.,
8 70
J. Miller and others,
18—To five days and eighty
2 50
21— To two days at Alfred, at
miles travel, on an adjourn
adjourned session,
ment» of the petition of
5 00
Travel forty miles,
4 00
Timothy Hilliard and als.,
20 50
Stationery,
21—To two days and thirty75
six miles travel, on an ad
Total,
8346 25
journment of the Oct. ses
sion,
8 60
BENJAMIN C. LIBBY.
Cash paid for assistance in
locating road
2 00
Cash paid for stationery,
1 00
Remaining in the Post Office, Kennebunk,
Dec. 31, 1841.
Total,
$297 50
A B C D E F G
THOMAS CARLL.
O BOURNE, Thomas Bell, Isaac BulfBuzzell, Elder Weslev
County of York,
To Benjamin C. Libby, Dr.
For services rendered as County Commission
er for said County :
1841.
May 13—To travel, from my house
in Limington, and back, to
Gorham village, 30 miles,
on petition of James O.
Donnell and als., fora high
way from Gorham village
to Saco village,
3 00
To three days viewing the
above route,
9 00
“ 22—To travel, from my house
in Limington, and back, to
Thomas Carter’s, in Scar
borough, forty miles, on ad
journment of the above pe
tition,
4 00
To six days attendance on
the same,
18 00
“ 27—To travel, from my house
in Limington, and back, to
Alfred, to attend the regu
lar session, forty miles,
4 00
To three days attendance,
9 00
June 19—To two days attendance at
John L. Taylor’s in Lyman,
viewing the location of a
road on petition of Joshua
Wakefield and als., for in
crease of damages,
6 00
To travel, from my house,
and back, forty miles,
4 0C
“ 26—To five days at Saco, on
adjournment of the petition
of James O. Donnell and
others, viewing a route,
15 00 than Cook,—Charles Day, 2, George W. DaTo one day making copy of
vis.
3 00
E F G H L
adjudication,
To travel, horn my house,
Charles H. Emerson,—Samuel Fisher,—
and back, forty miles,
4 00 Theodore Green,—Jonathan Hobbs, Sarah
July 2—To four days locating, on
■ Hanskum, William Huff’ Jr.,—Sally Lewis,
Joshua S. Lunt, Clement Littlefield, 2.
adjournment, the Gorham
M P R S W
and Saco road, from York
county fine to Saco Meet
C. C. Munger,—Mr. E. Perkins, 2, Moses
ing-House,
12 00 Palmer,—Orren Ross,—-Thomas Stetson, 2,
To travel, from my bouse
Elizabeth Smith, Hannah F. Smith,— Lydia
to Saco, and back, forty
S. Woolnev, William Wildes. [31 Letters.
miles,
4 00
“
silas Moody, p m
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Commissioners’ Notice-

jYew-Eng3an<t Truss
factory.

JVIasiu- Coughs, Colds, and all I>iseases of the laings.
'• |1

Ilraiidreth’s Pills.

VEGETABLE and Universal Medicina
proved by the experience of thousands to
HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALHE subscriber continues to manufacture Trussesof,
___ j description,
every
....... at
__his residence,
... .
al the old stand__ ] SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en- popular Medicine ever known in America, for cure in every form of the Only One Disease
trance in Temple Avenue
individu C0Ugijg> C0|dSj asthma or phthisic, consumption, all having the same origin, and invariably ariJ
avAnno—up
no stairs.)
stairc t All tndividnals can see him alone, al any time at the above place. whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of from the "UNIVERSAL ROOT of all diSeaT
Having had twenty years’ experience, he has afford
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT cirenl?
ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five every kind,
**
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been tion of the BLOOD.
years. All may rest assured of relief who call and Try
In a period of little more than three years in
Trusses of bis manufacture. He is now confident he very extensively used for about, twelve years ;
can give every individual relief who may call on him. and its reputation has been constantly increasing. the United States, they have restored to a state of
ffTThe public are cautioned against the many ! So universally popular has this article become XAA1rrHoaAn4^njnyinenV9Ver ONE hundred
quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
that it may now be considered as a standard arti 1 HtHJbAxND persons, who were given over
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or J cle in a large part of the United States and Brit incurable by physicians of the first rank and
less, that have been offered to the public for the last] ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly standing, and in many cases when every other
twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and i by them, considering it the most safe as well as remedy bad been resorted to in vain.
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture,
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, certain remedy for. the above complaints. The
what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that Proprietors have received, and are receiving be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will ] numerous recommendations from many of our pain in the side, -whether it arise from constitu
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac tional mfro^n some immediate cause, whether
'
Any person who purchases a Truss al this establish tice. The names of a few individuals who have it be from internal or external injurv, it W1j|
ment, ifit does not suit, can exchange until they are well given their testimony in favor of this article are cured by persevering in the use of* these Pi]]s
suited, without additional charge.
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
here subjoined, and for a more full account see
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different the envelope to the bottle.
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It ¡s
spring
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different
found
much more convenient to take an occa
From the lone tomb of old affections; Hope
kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of Doct. Amory Hunting. Doct. Samuel Morrill,
sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always
“
Timothy
Baylies,
“
Truman
Abell,
this
city,
formerly
made,
and
all
others
advertised
in
FOR
1842,
And Joy, and great Ambition, will rise up
wej), than to send for a Doctor and be bled
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thomas Brown,
Will be published about the 20th Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss,
As they have risen, and their seeds will be
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty (hat
with spring pads; Trusses without steel, springs—
a Albert Guild.
“ William Perry,
of December.
give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
if you are hot killed, you ’will be' sure to have
Brighter than those engraven on the scroll
URCHASERS are requested to send in these
AN INTERESTING CASE.
portion produce a perfect Cure—they can be worn day
months of miserable weakness, a;nd the only one
Of parted centuries. Even now the sea
Extract
of
a
letter
from
Mr.
C.
S.
Clay,
Kingston,
their orders, as early as possible, to and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili
who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the
Ulster
County,
N.
Y.,.to
the
proprietors
:
Of coming years, beneath whose mighty waves
Messrs. THQMAS GROOM & Co., cal
82 spring Trusses, made in four different ways ;Trusdifference between the appeara,nce.of thpse two
Yours
of
the
9th
ihst.
was
duly
received.
A
ses
with
ball
and
socket
joints
;
Trusses
for
Prolap

State street, and they will meet with all due
Life’s great events are heaving into birth,
sus Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons—one has been treated by yonr regular
attention.
Is tossing to and fro as if the winds
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
The Business Directory, of the various perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes 1835.
is, see how the shadow of death throws his
Of Heaven were pinioned in boundless depths,
The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a solitary
glance from his emaciated countenance
Business and Professions in Boston, so hap Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered long lime
with
the
consumption.
His
physician
And struggled to be free.
pily begun in last year’s Almanac, will be in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory had given him up. He was reduced so low as to sec how he trembles in every limb; his eyes
Weep not that Time continued in this, with all the improvements Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always be unable to help himself, and wa,s raising a sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitution,
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
that our experience may have afforded. The speculation,
Is passing on ; it will ere long reveal
the undersigned will keep on hdnd the fol large quantity of blood, when he commenced the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
Almanac for 1842, will be of the same size as lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure says,
A brighter era to the nations. Hark I
inveterate case of Liver com
that of 1841, and bound in the same beautiful have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. plaint”l£—most
Along the vales and mountains of the earth
“ nothing but the most energetic reme
can exchange for any of them : —Dr. Hull’s; Read’s Mr. Moody ha's removed from this town, but he
style.
Energetic measures! i. e
There is a deep, portentous murmuring,
Truss ; Rundell’s db.; Salmon’s ball and socket; has promised me a more detailed account of his dies saved him.”
*** If there should be any who have not spiral
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution
Sherman’s patent; French do. ; Marsh’s improved
Like the swift rush of subterranean streams,
seen this publication, the Proprietor would Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Stone’s case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY,
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Or like the mingled sounds of earth and air
beg leave to say, that it is a neat and compact Trusses ; —also,Trusses for children, of all-sizes.
with that coipforter of the tee.th and gums—
Argyle,
Nova
Scotia.
Any
kind
of
Trusses
repaired
at
short
notice,
and
When the fierce Tempest, with sonorous wings, little volume of 120 pages, well printed, beau
MERCURY—and positively make a fnan mis
In
the
winter
of
1837
and
1838,
I
was
seized
made
as
good
as
when
new.
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
tifully bound in cloth, lettered in gold, and
Heaves his deep folds upon the rushing winds,
(TFLadies wishing for any of these instruments, will with a violent cough which continued two or called curing-.: Shocking folly !
contains as much matter as an ordinary 8vo be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. three months. My cough was so severe that I
And hurries onward with his height of clouds
Let us now look at your “ purged”, man—the
volume and is sold for the very low price of Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business for was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Against the eternal mountains. ’Tis the voice
who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
25 cents per copy. The Calendar pages are ten years.
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in man
Of infant Freedom ; and her stirring call
very complete, containing besides the usual The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
Is heard and answered, in a thousand tones,
for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this of my neighbors bad a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear
matter, a complete record of the Weather in shoes, week
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
for children and infants, in this city, and
From every hill-top of her western home;
Boston during the past year. Also, each Cal every
from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. the feeling of new life and animation; he has
He however loaned it to me till I could procure been confined a few days to his bed, but be us
And lo ! it breaks across old Ocean’s flood,
endar page is accompanied with a memoran may be seen at the manufactory.
And Freedom ! Freedom .' is the answering shout dum page,, on which the Accounts of a fami He likewise informs individuals he will not make him another. I experienced immediate relief ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, und
ly, or other domestic matters, may be regis their complaints known to any one, except when he is from it. The first opportunity I had I procured soon rose without any injury being sustained
Of nations starling from the spell of years.
permitted to refer to them —it being a misfortune, and more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
The dayspring ! see, ’tis bright’ning in the heav tered. The paper being of a strong and firm young persons do not want their cases known,
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
texture, is easily written upon.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
JAMES
FREDERICK
FOSTER.
Dec.
17,
1838.
ens !
entirely recovered the attack: because his
Dec. 18.
3w
Boston, March, 1841.
The watchmen of the night have caught the sign,
blood and fluids have become pufified, and hav
COUNTERFEITS.
beware of imposition !
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
From lower to tower the signal fires flash free ;
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
And the deep watch-word, like the rush of seas,
wrapper,
on which is a label, signed by Sampson solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
ANTED immediately a smart, active
Having had occasion to observe, that seme persons
by useless particles, but has renewed his
R
eed
.
NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU down
That heralds the volcano’s bursting flame,
Lad,—from fourteen to sixteen years afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the
life and body both.
INE.
want
of
a
skilful
workman
in
accommodating
Trusses
Is sounding o’er the earth. Bright years of hope
of age,—as an Apprentice to the Tailoring
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
ffT’The outside Yellow Label will have, on
to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
Business.
S. WHITTEN.
And life are on the wing 1 Yon glorious bow
inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to iand after December 1839, in addition to that of Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
Of Freedom, bended by the hand of God,
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
Beath. After some months of observation of his work, ler, one of his partners.
Is spanning Time’s dark surges. Its high arch
which cause disease—they impede the func
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
The
great
celebrity
of
the
Vegetable
Pulmo

A type of Love and Mercy on the cloud,
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
nary
Balsam
has
been
the
cause
for
attempts
to
GOOD assortment of Ledgers, Journals, accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc- introduce spurious articles, which by partially organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Tells that the many storms of human life
1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
Wastes, Day Books, Quarto and Octa cur.
Will pass in silence,and the sinking waves,
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per- 1assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula
vo
Account
Books.
Just
received,
by
mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro
son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these 1ted
Gathering the torms of glory and of peace,
D. REMICH.
important articles.
John C. Warren.
ithese mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
Reflect the undiminished brightness of the heav
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
ens.
I hereby certify that 1 have, for several years past, ,up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com sels, apoplexy and ; paralysis, and all the train
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her- .
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and Jpound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur all who behold them.
should enquire for the true article by its
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em- chasers
'
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
JJEN, Pocket and Jack KNIVES—a great ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D
'whole name-THE VEGETABLE PULMO the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
Confessions of a Rum Seller. ‘ It JL
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
variety of patterns, among them the Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
___
tand signatures of the genuine.
happened on one occasion, late at night in “ Congress Knives ’’—four blades—a superior
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Boston, March 10, 184-0.
winter, a neighbor, whom I knew to be article.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F. IPulmonary Balsam.”
Scissors—several sizes, and some of supe Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em
very intemperate, called as usual with his
(LFOne more Counterfeit, besides the known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up
ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other *u American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
jug for a quart of rum. After it was filled rior quality. This day received,by
apparatus for my patients, and have always found him above
.
D. REMICH.
alluded to !—An attempt has been made to on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
and paid for, he asked me in an imploring
ready,
capable,
and
faithful,
and
equal
to
the
occasion
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
for which 1 have employed him.
(deceive the public by a spurious mixture called tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
way, if I would trust him for a loaf of
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
J
ohn
R
andall
,
M.
D.
bread ? I replied in the negative ; but
OROCCO and Calf-skin Wallets, vari
___
ssigned Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
told him I would take back the rum in ex
ous sizes and qualities. This day re Individualscan have the Trusses sent to them by any Lee
—said to be prepared by an unprincipled of constant exercise is seen.
1
When constant exercise cannot be used
of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, iman in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
ceived, by
D. REMICH.
change for a loaf. This, however, he
(James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
ta way to resemble the genuine signature, and is FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
Kennebunk,
Dec.
2.
promptly refused to do, and soon left the
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
store.—My pity was awakened, and think
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
World’s Wonder.
ing his family might be in distress, I went
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, of life, are kept free from those impurities
(late
Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, which would prevent its steady current minis
into the house and succeeded in inducing
Dailey's Magical Pain Extractor.
THE good packet Schooner Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, JNo. 54 Chat tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
my wife to go to their miserable hovel, 6 ITT is a strange fact, but nevertheless true,
MARTHA, Israel Crediford, ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
and ascertain the condition of the family.
JL that the medical world have no effectual
Master, having superior accom- try merchants generally in New England, and in ture which is thus assisted through the means
She soon returned with the sad tale of their and general remedy, as yet, safely established
inodations for Passengers, will the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminent Phy sail from —
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
misery. The drunken husband lay stretch for
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
sician in high official capacity, while addressing
For
sale
by
ed and senseless upon a heap of dirty straw a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sit KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
DANIEL REMICH.
in a corner of the hovel, while the wife ting on an inquest over the body of a burnt indi
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
— and from —
September
4,
1840.
Baltimore, SO South Charles Street.
was bending over a single coal of fire, the vidual; at the same time enjoining them to solic BOSTON for KENNEBUNK
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
officers of the metropolitan hospi
remnant of their last stick of wood, and ittalsthetomedical
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
search the world for such a desideratum, every week, wind and weather permitting.
striving to quell the cries of their half fro that experience
Pittsburg, Pa. lS^ Wood street.
had established as the best and For Freight or Passage apply to the Master
zen and half starved children. The storm surest.
AND OTHERS.
on board.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Louisville, Ky. 9(k Fourth street.
howled fearfully without, and I thought of In order that NO life may be lost or torture
fl^The Martha is furnished with extra “g’YOES any know a neighbor or a friend
hereafter by such afflictions, DALSt. Louis, Mis. 5^ 1-2 Market street.
JU who has been Bald, and whose head is
their miserable condition, and felt that I suffered
LEY’S MAGICAL PAIN EXTRACTOR is rigging, etc. with particular reference to run
Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
was the cause of it all. It was enough. sent forth to the use of man, possessing all the ning in the Winter months—which is worthy now covered with fine hair ? One whose New
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
coat
collar
was
covered
with
dandruff,
though
the
consideration
of
shippers
and
passen

My eyes were opened, and I made an ev merits required, and that unbelief, prejudice,
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
brushed every hour—which Iras now vanish
[ET How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
erlasting vow that I would never sell or and ignorance, may be removed, and it applied gers.
Kennebunk,
Oct.
2.
ed
entirely
?
Or
one
whose
hairs
at
early
to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
iy
taste another drop. Thanks to God, who be
age
were
turning
grey,
who
now
has
not
a
given to every one who shall apply it, and the
Never purchase without being positively sore
has enabled me to keep that vow inviolate excrutiating agony be not at once subdued. $100
grey hair ? Children whose heads were cov that the person selling has an Engraved cer
Schooner
T¥ile
to this day.’—Methodist Reform.
have been offered for months, and no failure has
ered with scurf,—whose hair would not grow, tificate of Agency, and QZj2’observe it has been
been found.
that are now growing the fullest crops of renewed ; no Certificate beina any guarantee
THE
new
packet
schooner
One box is enough to save life, and always
hair ? Some cases must be known to most after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
bain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the
NILE, Damel Ward, Master, persons. Ask them the cause, and you will holder are genuine.
vind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflammation
I A) nwK having superior accommodations be told, these things have been done by the
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
md heal the wounded—has no compeer—neither
for passengers, will sail from use of the BALM OF COLUMBIA. Of 20 by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
oss of life nor pain by fire has ever been known
in Maine—or by ordering from my
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
years growth in this article, its demand in Agent
,vhen present, and from every kind of torturous
Principal New England Office,
'
— AND FROM —
creasing annually some hundred per cent.—
»juries has snatched its thousands.
19 Hanover St.. 19—BOSTON.
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
though when discovered not opposed by any
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Cc.
he qualities of ANTISEPTIC, NERVINE, every week, during the present season, wind thing for the same purpose, now assailed by
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC, and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas almost numberless mushroom trash prepara
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
D. & S, WARD.
3ALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor- sage, apply to
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
tions that will ruin the hair if used to any
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
ant to medicinal power and perfect cures, is the
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson,
extent. Can more than these facts be want
;ause why it has universal control over all kinds
ed—refer lo the recommendations by a list of Berwick, S’. J. S T. Cushing.
if wounds, etc.
Buxton, H McKenney.
names of respectability unequalled by any
Dr. JS. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of
“
J. C. Lewis.
other
article.
Look
at
these
things
—
buy
this
lain and extensive healing virtues without scar
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
OAKES
&
COUSENS
article.
Stay
and
preserve
your
hair
by
its
lot a thing can equal it, and will be used by all.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on TTAVE just received and have on hand, a use. or. if bald restore it. Ladies, attend to
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
this—hundreds in fashionable life are using
jarth for rapidly healing without scar and easing JCL good assortment of
Lebanon, James Brackett.
it as the only article really fit for the toilet.
■jain, and recommends its general use.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Sattinetts;
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its rapid
Long hair is very apt to fall out. Ladies,use
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Flannels; Green Booking ; Asphaltam ;
power to ease and heal, and embraces all the
Limington, Winburn Adams.
the Balm of Columbia in time to save your
Hardtimes; Merino; Cambleteen ;
wishes oft required.
selves the disgrace of baldness by neglect of Limingion, E. Henry Smail.
English
and
American
Fancy
Prints
;
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Copperplate ; Vestings ; Colored Cambrics ; your persons.
phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to
J\ewjield, M. & P. S. Wood.
It
is
your
duty,
as
moralists,
to
preserve
Silesia
;
Nankeen
;
he root of, and under the nails ; without even
“
S. C. Adams.
the beauties of nature, with which a bountiful
Ladies’ and Gents’ Comforters ;
cashing it offj applied this ointment, which stopParsonsjield, F- & E; H. Newbegin.
Creator
has
endowed
you
—
use
the
Balm,
for
Neck
Stocks
;
Trimmings
for
Coats
;
ied the burning pain, and healed them free of
“
William Stackpole.
it will do it.
Gents’ Kid Millings and Gloves ;
car in a few days.
“
John Morrill.
CAUTION
TO
BE
REMEMBERED.
—
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had a sore leg
Ladies’Kid Gloves;
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
or seven years—cured in a short time by it.
“
Howard & Kendall.
Fancy, Flag, Pongee, and Bandanna Silk Several most flagrant attempts have been
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until
made to counterfeit the true Balm of Colum
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Hdkfs:
e applied this, which cured at once.
Saco. McIntire & Beck.
bia. Some of the impostors have gone so far
Suspenders ; Stockings; Umbrellas ;
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
as to counterfeit the splendid wrappers, and
Bleached Sheeting and Shirting;
ion ths.
“
George Littlefield.
the Falls ofNiagara, and every external mark
Bleached Drilling;
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years;
“
Joseph Wilson.
except the name of Comstock, which they
Unbleached Sheeting and Shirting ;
fter trying every thing, cured by few applicaWaterborough, James Leavitt.
dare not forge.
Tickings, &c, &c.
ons.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
To avoid impositions therefore, always
Also—A large assortment of CROCKERY
Every case here referred to happened in AlYork, Edward Chase.
my in about two months; and every person AND GLASS WARE. GROCERIES of look for the name of Comstock & Co. or of
“
Alexander Dennett.
—¿med can now be pointed out, and most are well all kinds ; Paints and Oil; Lamp Oil; Dye Comstock, and never buy the article unless it
“
G. M. Freeman.
has
that
name
upon
it.
known.
We
have
the
certificates
from
them
all.
Stuffs,
&c.
&c.
don lately purchased a pair of second
B. BRANDRETH, M. D10,000
trials,
and
all
successful,
prove
Dailey
’
s
Sold
Wholesale
and
Retail,
only
by
241 Broadway, N. Y.
hand boots, for a trifling sum, and on the Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only Men’s thick Boots and Shoes ;
A. WARREN.
Ladies’ Kid Walking Shoes ;
May, 1839.
day following, feeling his foot pressed by cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
Kennebunk, Nov. 13, 1841.
Childrens’ thick and thin Shoes ;
something hard in the side of the boot, he leaves a scar.
India Rubber Shoes.
ripped up the lining, and there found ten Comstock & Co., wholesale druggists, New
Also—By the subscribers, about 40 hhds
have become the sole wholesale agents for
HPHOSE indebted to the subscriber for
five-pound Bank of England notes—about York,
Mr. Dailey in America for twenty years. All Coarse Salt. 1000 lbs good Cheese.
HE] public are informed that I was twen
Newspapers, who prefer paying Wood
$250. It is supposed that the boots for orders must be addressed to them, except for the
MAHOGANY BUREAUS.
ty-one years of age the fifteenth day of to Cash, are requested to haul it in the course
merly belonged to a miser by the name of cities of Albany and Troy.
The above articles can be sold as cheap
last August—and of course my earnings are
of n few weeks. Those who have promised
for cash as any in the vicinity.
Andrews, who lately died in the vicinity, For sale in Kennebunk by
my own, and such property as I now possess. to pay Wood and Country Produce, and neg
ALEXANDER
WARREN.
OAKES
&
COUSENS.
leaving immense wealth.
AUGUSTUS MADDOX.

WTOT1CE is hereby given, that the subscriT i M E .
_L^> bers have been appointed by the Hon.
BY GEORGE D. PRENTICE.
William A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the
Why muse
County of York, Commissioners to receive
Upon the past with sorrow ? Though the year and examine the claims of the creditors to
Has gone to blend with the mysterious tide
the estate of
Of old Eternity, and borne along
JOB WHEELER,
Upon its heaving breast a thousand wrecks
late of Wells, in the county of York, mariner,
deceased. We therefore give notice that six
Of glory and of beauty, yet why mourn
months are allowed said creditors to bring in
That such is destiny ? Another year
and prove their claims; and that we will at
Succeedeth to the past ; in their bright round
tend to that duty at the store of William
The seasons come and’go ; the same blue arch
Gooch, Esq., m said Wells, on the last Satur
That hath hung o’er us, will hang o’er us yet ;
day of the present month and the last Satur
The same pure stars that we have loved to watch days of the five following months, from two
Will blossom still, at twilight’s gentle hour,
to four o’clock, P. M. of each of said days.
Like lilies on the tomb of Day ; and still
JOHN WHITCOMB,? c ,
JOHN GOOCH,
$
S'
Man will remain to dream as he hath dreamed,
Wells, Dec. 15.
3vv
And mark the earth with passion. Love will
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lect this call, will be required to pay Cash
without delay.
JAMES K. REMICH.
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